Residents of Moscow Region thank Emergency Ministry for restored power supply

Responders of the Emergency Ministry keep on getting thankful reviews and messages from residents of Moscow Region. People from Dmitrov Districts who stayed without power for a week owing to a powerful cyclone are thanking rescuers for restored electricity in the region. They leave their thanks at the Emergency Ministry's website.

“The single dispatch service of the Moscow Joint Power Network Company responded quickly and efficiently, as well as the Emergency Ministry responsible for interagency coordination,” resident of Dmitrov District Olga Remenets wrote in the Ask the Minister section. She also wrote that all that time the people felt that there were not alone in that situation.

She wrote: “We did not feel abandoned in our small gardening community Chistye Prudy near the village of Arkhanovo outside Dmitrov.” Head of the administration of Sinkovskoye Rural Settlement Nikolai Zubov personally thanked Emergency Minister Vladimir Puchkov for swift help. He expressed gratitude from the residents and administration of the district for his personal involvement in dealing with the situation.

Mass power outages occurred in Moscow Region from 11 to 15 November owing to a cyclone that brought in icy rain and heavy snowfalls with gusting wind. Dmitrov District was hit worst. Power men managed to restore power supply
under a standard scheme on 21 November. 94 tangent towers were mounted and 18 transformer substations were turned on during response to the cyclone. In addition, 469 km of power lines were repaired and 32 km of woods was cleared.